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Abstract
We study the homogeneous sector of the RST model describing the gravitational dynamics,
including back-reaction, of radiating 2-d black holes. We find the exact solutions both in conformal
gauge and in time-parametrized form, isolate the black hole sector of the classical phase space
and quantize the near singularity dynamics in conformal gauge. We show that different choices of
measure and different self-adjoint extensions can lead to inequivalent quantum theories, all of which
resolve the singularity. For a specific range of extension parameters, the Hamiltonian spectrum
admits bound states that correspond physically to stable remnants. Finally, we argue that our
work provides a good starting point for quantization of the full homogeneous theory using both
reduced and Dirac quantization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum gravity appears to be experimentally inaccessible and will likely remain so for
the foreseeable future. Viable theories must therefore satisfy certain theoretically motivated
criteria. One of the most important of these is that a successful theory of quantum gravity
must resolve the singularities that are inevitable in the classical theory. It must also describe
the endpoint of black hole evaporation and thus resolve the information loss paradox. The
CGHS[1] model was proposed in the early 90’s as a theoretical laboratory for looking at
precisely these issues. However, it did not resolve the singularity, nor was it solvable when
the back reaction term was added. Shortly thereafter, Rousso and collaborators (RST)[2]
modified the model by adding a local term to the anomaly, rendering it solvable. The
singularity remained (see [3] for an excellent early review.) .
The CGHS model was revived recently in an elegant paper by Ashtekar et al [4] who
analyzed the quantum field theory version and used it to argue that information was not lost
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in the evaporation process. More recently, a numerical analysis of the semi-classical model
[5] obtained some interesting results by studying numerically the semi-classical dynamics of
the CGHS model.
Clearly the issue of information loss is closely tied to singularity resolution, which requires
the quantization of the gravitational sector of the theory. Levanony and Ori (LO) [6, 7] have
studied the CGHS model arguing that near the singularity the spacetime would be nearly
homogeneous. They examined the corresponding near singularity dynamics classically and
quantum mechanically, verifying that the singularity was indeed resolved in the quantum
version of their model.
In what follows, we re-examine the homogeneous black hole interiors of the radiating 2-D
black hole along the lines of [6, 7] but with some modifications and extensions. Specifically,
we look at the RST model as opposed to the CGHS model. As mentioned above, the extra
local anomaly contribution renders the classical theory completely solvable and allows the
construction of a much simplified Hamiltonian. At first, the RST model was cited as evi-
dence that black hole information loss is possible in a self-consistent quantum theory. This
is no longer generally believed to be the case. As highlighted in [3], this model in its pure
form suffers from an apparently serious shortcoming: it violates energy conservation in the
form of an energy ”thunderbolt” that emanates from the endpoint of the collapse/radiation
process. This suggests, among other things, that the theory as given is not complete. The
incompleteness is also signified by the presence of the curvature singularity at intermediate
stages of the evolution. It is therefore reasonable to see whether quantizing the gravita-
tional degrees of freedom in the model can resolve the singularity and, ultimately, the other
pathologies of the theory.
The present paper is a first step towards a complete analysis of the quantum dynamics
of the untruncated homogeneous theory. We first present the Lagrangian formulation of
the homogeneous RST model . In order to work with only local covariant expressions we
follow [8] and introduce an auxiliary field into the action. We then write down explicitly
the full set of solutions and analyze the singularity structure. Next we isolate the black
hole sector of interest and show that it consists of the static quantum black holes of [9],
as expected by our requirement of homegeneity in the interior. These are radiating black
holes in thermal equilibrium with incident radiation. We then focus on the dynamics of
the dilaton field and show that it can be exactly generated by a Hamiltonian containing a
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time dependent potential and non-canonical kinetic energy terms. Next we study the near
singularity dynamics of the dilaton, which turn out to be quantitatively different from its
counterpart in the CGHS model. Finally we construct the Schro¨dinger quantum mechanics of
the near singularity region using two methods, paying special attention to different boundary
conditions and resulting self-adjoint extensions. We show that in both cases there is a range
of extension parameters for which the Hamiltonian admits a bound state that could play
the role of a stable black hole remnant.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Lagrangian, field equations and
exact solutions, including a discusion of the black hole sector of interest. The equivalent
classical Hamiltonian analysis is relegated to an Appendix. Section 3 derives the effective
Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of the dilaton and then presents the quantization of the
near singularity theory via two different methods. Finally Section 4 closes with conclusions
and prospects for future work.
II. THE SEMI-CLASSICAL THEORY
A. Action and Field Equations
The theory starts with the classical CGHS action, which contains a dilaton φ, a 2-D
metric gµν and N conformally coupled massless scalar fields [1]:
IC [gij, φ] =
1
2pi
∫
d2x
√−g
{
e−2φ
(
R(g) + 4
[|∇φ|2 + λ2])+ N∑
i=1
|∇fi|2
}
. (1)
Quantizing the scalar fields yields the well known conformal anomaly. In the large N limit
the one loop expression for the conformal anomaly is exact and contains the back-reaction
on the metric of the quantized scalar fields. The semi-classical action we wish to consider
describes the dynamics of the classical metric and geometry including the conformal anomaly
terms. We therefore start with Hayward’s local form of the RST action [8], namely:
I[gij, φ, z] = IC + IA
=
1
2pi
∫
d2x
√−g
{
R(g)(e−2φ − κ
2
φ+
κ
2
z)
+4
[|∇φ|2 + λ2] e−2φ − κ
4
|∇z|2 +
N∑
i=1
|∇fi|2
}
. (2)
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where κ ≡ N/12 and we have set ~ = 1. The auxially field gives rise to the usual non-local
anomaly term that corresponds to radiation back-reaction, while the second term in the
coefficient of the Ricci scalar is the local term added by RST to make the theory solvable.
The equations of motion are given in Eqs. (3)-(5) of Hayward [8]. With the N sources
fi(x) set to zero are:
A−Rµν + 2A
+∇µ∇νφ− κe2φ4
(
2∇µ∇νz +∇µz∇νz − 12gµν |∇z|2
)
= 0; (3)
A+R + 4 (✷φ − |∇φ|2 + λ2) = 0; (4)
✷z +R = 0. (5)
In the above
A± := 1± κe
2φ
4
. (6)
One can formally recover the usual non-local form of the action by writing the solution to
(5) as
z = − 1
✷R
(7)
where 1/✷ refers to the scalar Green’s function and substituting this back into the z∇2z
term in the action (2), paying due attention to the boundary conditions. This heuristic
argument is confirmed by a more careful analysis of the equations of motion([8]). We note
also that the second term in the coefficient of the Ricci scalar in the action (2) corresponds
to the local term added by RST to the conformal anomaly. As we will see this term affects
both the solvability of the theory (it was inserted for this purpose) and near singularity
behaviour.
B. Space of solutions
We assume that the metric, dilaton φ and auxilliary field z are functions of time only. In
conformal gauge the metric is:
ds2 = e2ρ(t)(−dt2 + dx2). (8)
The nontrivial equations of motion are as follows. The metric equations Eq.(3) reduce to
−A−ρ¨+ 2A+(φ¨− φ˙ρ˙) + κe
2φ
2
(−z¨ + z˙ρ˙− 1
4
z˙2) = 0; (9)
A−ρ¨− 2A+φ˙ρ˙+ κe
2φ
2
(z˙ρ˙− 1
4
z˙2) = 0. (10)
(11)
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The dilaton equation of motion Eq.(4) is
A+ρ¨− 2φ¨+ 2φ˙2 + 2λ2e2ρ = 0. (12)
Finally the z equation of motion Eq.(5) is simply z¨ = 2ρ¨, with the general solution
z(t) = 2ρ(t) + z1t+ z0, (13)
where z1, z0 are integration constants.
If we substitute the latter into the trace of Eq.(3) (that is, into the difference between
Eq.(9) and Eq.(10)), we find that φ¨ = ρ¨ and hence
ρ(t) = φ(t) + p1t + p0, (14)
with p1, p0 being integration constants. Using the last two of the remaining independent
equations of motion- that is, in one of Eq.(9) or Eq.(10), and Eq.(12), we find two second
order nonlinear ordinary differential equations in φ(t):
A−φ¨− 2φ˙2 − 2p1A−φ˙+ κe
2φ
2
(
p21 −
z21
4
)
= 0; (15)
−A−φ¨+ 2φ˙2 + 2λ2e2(φ+p1t+p0) = 0. (16)
We note that the consistency condition for Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) is the first order nonlinear
differential equation (i.e. constraint):
−2p1A−φ˙+ e2φ
[
κ
2
(
p21 −
z21
4
)
) + 2λ2e2(p1t+p0)
]
= 0. (17)
The general solution of Eq.(16) is
φ(t) =
1
2
W (f(t))− 1
κ
θ(t), (18)
where W (x) is the LambertW function [11] defined implicitly by:
W (x)eW (x) = x, (19)
and
f(t) := −4
κ
e2θ(t)/κ; (20)
θ(t) := −2e−2φ − κφ
=
2λ2
p21
e2(p1t+p0) + c1t+ θ0; (21)
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The Lambert W function has a branch point singularity at x = −1/e. On the principal
branch of W (x) for which W (x) > W (−1/e), W (x)→∞ as x→∞. On the other branch
W (x)→ −∞ as x→ 0.
In order that the consistency condition Eq.(17) is satisfied, we need only
p1c1 = κ
(
p21 −
z21
4
)
. (22)
Note that either the integration constant z0 or p0 can be eliminated by a trivial shift in
the conformal time. We choose to set p0 = 0. Thus there are four remaining constants
of integration p1, z1, z0, θ0 remaining, which is consistent with the four dimensional reduced
phase space presented in the Appendix.
There is another family of solutions, obtained by setting p1 = 0 in Eq.(15), Eq.(16) and
Eq.(17). These solutions have a curvature singularity, which, unlike the black hole solutions
discussed in the next section, are not screened by a Killing horizon.
C. Black Hole Sector
We investigate whether or not the homogeneous geometry we have been analyzing can
be the interior region of black hole. We find that this is the case precisely if the integration
constants p1 6= 0, z1 satisfy
z1 = ±2p1, (23)
that is, if the coefficient of the term linear in t in the solution for θ(t) is zero. Moreover,
the physical quantities associated with the black hole, i.e. the mass, horizon area, etc. are
determined by the parameters θ0 and z1 (or p1) in the solution (21). Below we summarize
the reasons for this.
A sufficient condition for a black hole to exist is that there is a Killing horizon at some
(perhaps infinite) value of the time coordinate t = tH , such that the proper time for any
observer to elapse from tH to the singularity (or any point earlier than the singularity) is
finite, and such that the scalar curvature at tH is finite.
A necessary condition for a Killing horizon to exist is that e2ρ(t) → 0+ as t→ tH . Using
Eqs.(14), (18) and (19) one can show that
e2ρ(t) = −4
κ
e2(p1t+p0)
W (f(t))
. (24)
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If p1 > 0, then to get e
2ρ(t) → 0, we let t→ −∞. That is, tH = −∞. In this limit, as long
as c1 > 0 it follows that θ(t) → −∞, and hence that f(t) → 0−. Thus e2ρ(t) goes to the
indeterminate form 0/0. We change variables to s := ep1t and write C := κe2p0/4. Hence
after using W (x)eW (x) = x, and using L’Hospital’s Rule, we find that
e2ρ(t) → 2C
af0
s2−a, (25)
as s → 0+, where in addition a := 2c1/p1, f0 := 4e2θ0/κ. Hence e2ρ(t) converges to zero as
t → −∞ if and only if a ≤ 2, that is c1 ≤ p1. If we want this to converge for all p1 > 0,
then we need c1 = 0, which as shown below, also ensures that the curvature at the horizon
is finite. In this case, it can be seen from (21) that θ → θ0 as t→ ∞. For future reference
we define f0 ≡ f(θ0) and note that the limiting value of the Lambert W function at the
horizon is W (f0).
The on-shell curvature scalar is:
R(t) =
W (f(t))
1 +W (f(t))
[
4λ2 − κ−1 W (f(t))
(1 +W (f(t)))2
e−2(p1t+p0)
(
c1 + (
4λ2
p1
e2(p1t+p0)
)2]
. (26)
which indeed is finite as t→ −∞ if c1 = 0. In particular,
R→ 4
λ2
W (f0))
1 +W (f0)
. (27)
Finally, we note that the proper time
τ(t0) =
∫ t0
−∞
dte2ρ(t), (28)
from the horizon to any point on the interior of the horizon, including the singularity, is also
finite as long as c1 = 0.
Ultimately, we would like to understand the semiclassical and quantum mechanical prop-
erties of these black holes. The starting point for this is the determination of the mass and
temperature of the black holes. The most straightforward path to this consists of considering
the theory in the region exterior to the horizon. Hence we consider a metric ansatz of the
form
ds2 = e2ρ(x)(−dt2 + dx2). (29)
We find that the black hole solution is of the same form, with t replaced by x, and most
importantly, with a minus sign in the term in the exponential of x, that is
C(x) := e2ρ(x) = −4
κ
e2(−px+p0)
W (f(x))
, (30)
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where
f(x) : = −4
κ
e2θ(x)/κ;
θ(x) : = −2λ
2
p2
e2(−px+p0) + θ0. (31)
In terms of the corresponding integration constant in the interior homogeneous region, p :=
−p1 > 0. With this choice of the sign of p, the event horizon occurs at the limit x→ +∞,
so that C(x) → 0+. We also find that in this limit the curvature scalar is negative, and in
the limit as x→ −∞ – the asymptotic region – the curvature goes to zero.
We now transform to Schwarzschild coordinates t, r in which the metric takes the form.
ds2 = −F (r)dt2 + 1
F (r)
dr2, (32)
where
dr
dx
= ±C(x). (33)
and F (r(x)) = C(x) We choose the minus sign in (33) so that the asymptotic region is
r → +∞, which in turn guarantees the correct sign for the mass. The above can be solved:
r = r0 +
κe2(−px+p0)
8p
+
pκ2
32λ2
(
W (f(x)) +
1
W (f(x))
)
. (34)
We can set r0 = 0 without loss of generality, since it merely changes the origin of the radial
coordinate. In the limit as x→ +∞, we find that
r = rH :=
pκ2
32λ2
(
WH(θ0) +
1
WH(θ0)
)
, (35)
where
WH(θ0) := W
(
−4
κ
e2θ0/κ
)
. (36)
The temperature of the black hole is easily calculated from the form (32) by going to
Euclidean time t = −itE , and enforcing the regularity at the horizon by requiring that the
Euclidean time coordinate is periodic there. The temperature is the period of the Euclidean
time. Hence:
TBH =
1
4pi
dF
dr
=
1
4pi
dC
dx
dx
dr
=
p
2pi
. (37)
Finally in order to identify the mass and make contact with the analyses in earlier work,
we relate our solution to RST form[2], in which the conformal mode of the metric is equal
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to the dilaton (e2ρ˜ = e2φ) and:
Ω = −θ
2
:= −2e−2φ − κφ
= − λ
2
√
κ
x˜+x˜− + P
√
κ ln
(−λ2x˜+x˜−)+ M
λ
√
κ
. (38)
.
In the metric (8), define x± = t± x so that:
ds2 = −e2ρ(x++x−)dx+dx−.
RST [2] exploit the extra conformal coordinate invariance to go to coordinates in which
ρ = φ. We can do this by noting that for our solution:
ρ− φ = p1t = p1
2
(x+ + x−).
By defining
x˜± =
±1
p1
ep1x±, (39)
we find
2ρ→ 2ρ˜ = 2ρ− p1(x+ + x−) = 2φ. (40)
In terms of the new coordinates,
x˜+x˜− =
1
p21
ep1(x++x−) =
1
p21
e2p1t. (41)
Replacing x˜± by x± in (38) we get:
Ω = − λ
2
p21
√
k
e2p1t + P
√
κ ln
λ2
p21
e2p1t +
M
λ
√
κ
= − λ
2
p21
√
k
e2p1t + P
√
κ
{
ln
λ2
p21
+ 2p1t
}
+
M
λ
√
κ
. (42)
Thus our black hole sector solutions correspond with the RST solution for P = 0 and
M = θ0λ
√
κ. As noted by Birnir and Giddings[9], these solutions correspond physically to
quantum black holes in thermal equilibrium with their environment at a fixed temperature
that is independent of the mass. These solutions are therefore static (in the exterior region)
and have a regular horizon, as desired. Given that we have from the outset restricted to
homogeneous slicings our present formalism only allows consideration of regular horizons
that are static with no net loss or gain of energy: if the interior is homogeneous and the
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horizon is regular, then the exterior must be static so that the horizon cannot shrink or
grow. Thus the background and black hole temperatures must be the same. This balance
is manifested by Eq. (23) which ensures that the solution does not diverge as t→ −∞, i.e.
at the horizon.
III. NEAR SINGULARITY QUANTUM THEORY
A. Dilaton Hamiltonian
Following [6], we define the variable:
R˜ = e−2φ, (43)
Using the identities:
(∇φ)2 = 1
4
(∇R˜)2
R˜2
, (44)
and
∇2φ = 1
2
(
(∇R˜)2
R˜2
− ∇
2R˜
R˜
)
. (45)
one obtains from the dilaton equation (4):
∇2R˜ = −κ
4
(∇R˜)2
R˜(R˜− κ/4) + 4λ
2 R˜
2
R˜ − κ/4 . (46)
Now with metric ds2 = e2ρ(−dt2 + dx2), assuming homogeneity:
∇2R˜ = 1√−g∂µ
(√−ggµν∂νR˜)
= −e−2ρ ¨˜R. (47)
similarly
|∇R˜|2 = 1√−g e
2ρ(−e−2ρ)( ˙˜R)2
= (−e−2ρ)( ˙˜R)2 (48)
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Putting this into (46) gives:
¨˜R = −κ
4
( ˙˜R)2
R˜(R˜− κ/4) − 4λ
2 R˜
2e2ρ
R˜− κ/4
= −κ
4
( ˙˜R)2
R˜(R˜− κ/4) − 4λ
2 e
2ρ−2φR˜
R˜− κ/4
= −κ
4
( ˙˜R)2
R˜(R˜− κ/4) − 4λ
2 e
2(p1t+p0)R˜
R˜− κ/4 , (49)
where we have used the solution (14) to get the last line.
A key point is that the addition of the local term to the conformal anomaly has decoupled
ρ− φ from R˜, yielding the conformal gauge, homogeneous solution (14). One can very that
Eq.(49) for R˜ that can be generated by the following time dependent Hamiltonian:
HR =
Π2
R˜
2
(
R˜
R˜− κ/4
)2
+ 4λ2e2(p1t+p0)
(
R˜− κ
4
ln R˜
)
. (50)
The above Hamiltonian for the dilaton is exact. We now focus on the dynamics near the
singularity R˜ = κ/4, where the dominant term in the Hamiltonian is
HR =
κ2
32
Π2
R˜
(R˜− κ/4)2 . (51)
This generates a near singularity solution of the form:
R˜− κ
4
∝ (t− t0)1/2, (52)
which is different from the near singularity behaviour in [6, 7], where R˜− κ/4 ∝ (t− t0)2/3.
One can verify by doing a series expansion of the exact solution given in Section 2 that (52)
is the correct leading behaviour of R˜.
After a trivial shift of R, absorbing the numerical factor into the left hand side and
dropping the tildes, the near singularity Hamiltonian (52) is:
H =
Π2
R2
. (53)
B. Quantization: Method 1
Quantization of this Hamiltonian is straightforward. For the purpose of illustrating qual-
itatively what happens, we consider the simplest method, which is to transform to y = 1
2
R2.
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Consider functions that are L2 normalizable on (0,∞) with measure ∫ dy = ∫ RdR[13]. The
quantum Hamiltonian is then
Hˆ1 = − d
2
dy2
. (54)
Recalling that R − κ/4 > 0, this is just the quantum hamiltonian for a free particle on the
half line. This system is well known. As described in section 6.2 of [10], there exists a one
parameter family of self-adjoints extensions of the Hamiltonian. Here we summarize the key
points since they may not be familiar to everyone. The self-adjoint extensions correspond
to choosing the following boundary conditions at the origin:
ψ(0) = λψ′(0). (55)
With these boundary conditions there is a continuum of scattering states (i.e. positive
energy eigenstates):
ψk(y) = C
[
(−1 + ikλ)e−iky + (1 + ikλ)eiky] , (56)
with energy:
Ek = k
2. (57)
Recall that the Hamiltonian is in the form of a free particle with 2m = 1.
From the states (56) it is possible to construct Gaussian, semi-classical wave-packets, as
done by LO, that initially correspond to black hole boundary conditions and watch them
evolve towards the singularity. Specifically we can take as a solution to the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation:
ψ(y, t) = A
∫ ∞
0
dkC(k)
[
(−1 + ikλ)e−iky + (1 + ikλ)eiky] e−k2t, (58)
where
C(k) = e−2αk
2
eiky0, (59)
which for suitable choice of initial parameters will approximate a wave packet centered at
y0, with width 1/α (in position space) and initial momentum 0. The latter is a necessary
condition for the solution to start peaked near a black hole horizon [6, 7]. Singularity
resolution, is self-evident in this case, since the wall is a perfect reflector for all values of the
extension parameter[10]. The interesting feature that emerges, one that was not touched
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upon in ([6, 7]), is that for each λ < 0 there exists a unique normalizable bound state with
probability amplitude peaked close to the singularity:
ψb =
√
1
2|λ|e
−y/|λ|, (60)
with energy Eb = −1/λ2. Reinstating the numerical factor previously absorbed into H , the
physical bound state energy:
Eb = − κ
2
32λ2
(61)
. This could in principle describe a black hole remnant, since it corresponds to a stable,
stationary localized ground state of the system.
C. Quantization: Method 2
Another approach is to consider wave functions normalizable on half line with measure∫
dR. We choose the standard symmetric factor ordering for the Hamiltonian[14]:
Hˆ2 = − d
dR
1
R2
d
dR
= −R2 1
R2
d
dR
1
R2
d
dR
,
= −y2/3 d
2
dy2
(62)
where y =
(
3−
1
2R
)3
≥ 0. In terms of the new coordinate the Hamiltonian is clearly
symmetric with respect to the transformed measure:
〈χ|Hˆ2ψ〉 = N˜
∫ ∞
0
dRχ∗Hˆ2ψ = −N
∫ ∞
0
dyy−2/3y2/3χ∗
d2ψ
dy2
= −N
∫ ∞
0
dy
d2χ∗
dy2
ψ +N
∫ ∞
0
dy ((χ∗)′ψ − χ∗ψ′) ′, (63)
providing the boundary terms that appear on integration by parts vanish. Note that ′
denotes differentiation with respect to y. We have absorbed factors of powers of 3 into the
normalization constant N := 3−
1
2 N˜ . Assuming that we restrict to wave packets that vanish
sufficiently fast at y =∞, there is again a boundary condition at the origin:
((χ∗)′ψ − χ∗ψ′)|0 = 0, (64)
which requires (55) for some real λ as in the previous method.
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We first look for scattering states, which are solutions to
Hˆψ(y) = Eψ(y)
→ ψ′′ + y−2/3Eψ = 0, (65)
with E = k2 > 0 (recall that the Hamiltonian is that of a free particle with 2M = 1). The
solutions are:
ψk(y) = C+
√
yJ3/4(3ky
2/3/2) + C−
√
yJ−3/4(3ky
2/3/2), (66)
where Jν(Z) is the Bessel function of the first kind ([11]). We first check the asymptotic
behaviour. Noting that ([11]):
J±ν(Z)→Z→∞ Z−1/2 cos(Z ∓ νpi/2− pi/4), (67)
we find that
ψk(y)→ √y(3ky2/3)−1/2 cos(3ky2/3 ∓ νpi/2− pi/4). (68)
This implies that (supressing constants):
〈ψ|ψ〉 →
∫
dyy−2/3y1/3 cos2(3ky2/3 ∓ νpi/2− pi/4)∫
d(y2/3) cos2(3ky2/3 ∓ νpi/2− pi/4),
which shows that while non-normalizable at infinity, the solutions behave asymptotically
like plane waves and can therefore be used as a basis from which physical wave packets can
be constructed.
We now proceed to the form of the scattering states as dictated by these boundary
conditions. Using (10.7.3) from ([11])we find that near the origin the basis functions (66)
go to:
ψk(y)→y→0 3k
4Γ(7/4)
(C+y + C−). (69)
The boundary condition (55) therefore requires:
C− = λC+, (70)
so that for each self-adjoint extensions the basis functions for the scattering states take the
form:
ψk(y) = C+
(√
yJ3/4(3ky
2/3/2) + λ
√
yJ−3/4(3ky
2/3/2)
)
. (71)
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One can again readily construct semi-classical/Gaussian states from these basis functions
and verify that they will indeed bounce from the origin.
We complete this section by looking for bound states E = −k2 < 0. Using Maple, we
find
ψk(y) =
√
y
[
C1I3/4
(
3k
2
y2/3
)
+ C2K3/4
(
3k
2
y2/3
)]
, (72)
where I3/4, K3/4 are modified Bessel functions of order 3/4. The term in ψk(y) with the
function I3/4 is not normalizable with respect to the inner product
∫∞
0
y−2/3ψ¯(y)ψ(y); but
the term in K3/4 is. We then find that the boundary condition (55) is satisfied for only one
real value of k = kb for negative λ given by
k
3/2
b :=
√
2Γ2(3/4)√
3piλ
. (73)
The normalized bound state wave-function is then
ψb(y) = Nb(λ)
√
yK3/4
(
3kb
2
y2/3
)
. (74)
The physical energy is again proportional to κ2/32:
Eb = −κ
2k2b
32
= −κ
2
32
(√
2Γ2(3/4)√
3pi|λ|
)4/3
. (75)
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the interior classical and near singularity quantum dynamics of RST
black holes. Via both a Lagrangian and Hamiltonian analysis we showed that one can
readily isolate the static black hole sector of the theory and that it does, as expected,
corresponded with the radiating quantum black hole of ([9]). Using this as the starting
point we investigated the dynamics of the dilaton in terms of conformal time and derived
an effective Hamiltonian in which the dilaton was decoupled from the other modes apart
from a time dependent coefficient in the potential. Finally, following Levanony and Ori([6])
and ([7]) we quantized the near singularity behaviour of the dilaton, paying close attention
to boundary conditions. The Hamiltonian allowed a one parameter family of self-adjoint
extensions that resolved the singularity.[15]. Of particular interest was the fact that there
was a range of extension parameters admitting the existence of a single bound state, which
could in principle play the role of a black hole remnant. We expect the existence of such
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bound states to survive in the full quantum theory, for suitable choices of the extension
parameter.
The above results provide strong motivation for considering the full quantum theory of
the black hole interior in more detail. In a future publication we hope to address this in two
ways: via the Wheeler-DeWitt quantization of the Hamiltonian presented in the Appendix,
and also via reduced quantization of the dilaton mode starting from the Hamiltonian (50).
Finally, in order to address further fundamental issues, such as the quantum behaviour
of radiating black holes not in equilibrium with their surroundings and the consistency of
the full quantum theory, one needs to relax the assumption of homogeneity. This will be
addressed in future work.
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V. APPENDIX: HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS
Here we consider only the homogeneous case, that is, all the metric components, and the
fields φ, z depend on the local time coordinate t only. One metric degree of freedom is used
to set the lapse function, i.e. gtx to zero, so that
ds2 = e2ρ(t)(−σ2(t)dt2 + dx2). (76)
We also normalize the action by dividing out the possibly infinite spatial volume. Thus
I[β, φ, z] =
∫
dt
(
Πββ˙ +Πφφ˙+Πz z˙ −H
)
. (77)
In the above, we have switched to a new configuration space variable β := ρ − φ with
conjugate momentum Πβ. The Hamiltonian H is
H =
2piσ
B2
[
κ
(
Πφ +
A
κ
Πz
)2
+BΠβ(Πφ + 2Πz)− λ
2
pi2
B2e2β
]
, (78)
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where the quantities A,B are functions of φ,
A : = 4e−2φ + κ,
B : = 4e−2φ − κ. (79)
These quantities are related to the quantities A± in Section 3 by A = 4e−2φA+, B = 4e−2φA−.
Now we perform a canonical transformation which facilitates our eventual Dirac quanti-
zation of the model φ, z → y, w:
y = z +
2e−2φ
κ
− φ; Πy = − κ
B(φ)
(Πφ + 2Πz);
w = κ(z − 2φ); Πw =
(Πφ +
A
κ
Πz)
B(φ)
. (80)
The Hamiltonian constraint has the simple form
H = 2piσ
[
κΠ2w −
1
κ
ΠβΠy − λ
2
pi2
e2β
]
. (81)
We now solve the Hamiltonian equations of motion. We parameterize the fields with the
proper time T given by dT = 2piσdt. We find, up to but not including imposition of the
Hamiltonian constraint
w(T ) = 2κPwT + w0; Πw = Pw;
β(T ) = −Py
κ
T + β0; Πβ = − λ
2κ
pi2Py
e−
2PyT
κ
+2β0 + Pβ;
y(T ) = − κλ
2
2pi2P 2y
e−
2PyT
κ
+2β0 − Pβ
κ
T + y0; Πy = Py, (82)
where the six constants of integration are w0, Pw, y0, Py, β0, Pβ. The Hamiltonian constraint
H = 0 implies
κP 2w −
1
κ
PβPy = 0, (83)
which can be used to eliminate one of the integration constants, say Pβ in terms of the other
two. Without loss of generality, the constant β0 can be set to zero, since it is just a shift in
the proper time. Hence, there are four initial data parameters, w0, Pw, y0, Py.
Note as well that the solutions above for y(T ) and Πβ(T ) are consistent with the only
non-trivial dynamical equation that results from the Hamiltonian (81), namely y˙ = −2piσ
κ
Πβ.
The parametrization can be transformed back to the original variables, but this trans-
formation is singular when B(φ) = 0, i.e. at φs :=
1
2
ln (4/κ). The range of φ is thus
φs < φ <∞. The variables ρ, z have the range from −∞ to 0, respectively −∞ to z0.
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In terms of the original variables ρ, φ, z, we find that θ(T ) is given by the expression
θ(T ) := (w0 − κy0) + (Pβ + 2κPw) T + λ
2κ2
2pi2P 2y
e2β ; (84)
ρ(T ) = β + φ
= −Py
κ
T − 1
κ
θ(T ) +
1
2
W
(
−4
κ
e2θ(T )/κ
)
;
φ(T ) = −1
κ
θ(T ) +
1
2
W
(
−4
κ
e2θ(T )/κ
)
;
z(T ) =
w
κ
+ 2φ
=
(
2y0 − w0
κ
)
− 2
(
Pβ
κ
+ Pw
)
T − λ
2κ
pi2P 2y
e2β +W
(
−4
κ
e2θ(T )/κ
)
. (85)
Notice that for this formulation the black hole sector is characterized by Pβ + 2κPw = 0.
The solutions Eq.(13), Eq.(14), Eq.(18) and Eq.(21) of the covariant equations of motion
can be reconciled with the solutions of the Hamiltonian equations of motion Eq.(85) via the
map T = − t
2pi
and from the following identifications of integration constants:
p0 = β0 κp1 = −Py,
θ0 = w0 − κy0 c1 = Pβ + 2κPw,
z0 = w0 − 2β0 κz1 = 2(κPw + Py).
(86)
With these identifications, the consistency condition Eq.(22) on the covariant equations of
motion is equivalent to the Hamiltonian constraint Eq.(83).
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